An IRS Form 1099 is sent annually by Finance to vendors who are not incorporated and provide
service/labor. In order to track the right amount for the calendar year, we need the staff that are
entering requisitions or invoices to pay attention to the 1099 box.
Following are some screen shots, as well as a narrative below.
This paragraph is just background information. You don’t need to concern yourself with it, but I wanted
to explain it in case you are interested. When Deb in Accounts Payable sets up new vendors, she
identifies whether they are 1099 eligible. This is based on what information the vendor sends to us on
the IRS Form W-9. They certify how their business is set up (for example, if they are a sole proprietor,
partnership, corporation, etc.). The following are criteria for when a vendor is 1099 eligible: (1) Receive
rent payments and not incorporated, (2) Receive medical payments or attorney payments regardless if
incorporated or not, and (3) Receive non-employee compensation for labor/service and
are not incorporated.
The Tyler users making entries need to pay attention to the 1099 box on the general screen when they
input the vendor into Purchasing and/or Accounts Payable. If the “Subject to 1099” box is not checked,
then you don’t need to do anything further regarding this issue. If the box is checked, then that should
signal you to break out service/labor separately from goods/units, if there are any. For the service
entry, make sure the “Subject to 1099” box is checked. For the goods entry, make sure the “Subject to
1099” box is unchecked.
Usually, the vendors we have huge contracts with are going to be incorporated, so you won’t need to
worry about them. The small payments for snow removal, lawn care, aerobics instructors, and certain
repair work are probably not going to be incorporated. As part of the Finance Department review on
your invoices, we will let you know if you missed breaking it out, but it will save time if you enter it
correctly when making the initial entry.

